ABSTRACT
While at YOUR University, you majored in accounting. As a friend of John and Sue, you have been asked to help them choose an inventory cost-flow method. They asked you to send them a written recommendation on inventory costing.
CASE REQUIREMENTS
Below is a list of documents for you to use in forming your recommendation. While your personal values and experiences are important, your recommendation should be based on the facts in the case and the evidence provided in these resources. Use the Accounting Standards Codification database to identify any additional alternatives, apart from LIFO and FIFO, that are available under GAAP. If any of these alternatives is better, explain why.
Before forming your recommendation, you will need to calculate both ending inventory and cost of goods sold for a periodic inventory system using LIFO and FIFO since these amounts affect profitability and reported collateral. If your recommendation is for an alternative method, your calculations should also include ending inventory and cost of goods sold for this alternative method. Include your calculations in an attachment, not to exceed one page, to your recommendation. Your attachment should clearly display the calculations of ending inventory and cost of goods sold for John and Sue's business using LIFO, FIFO, and any additional method(s) you choose to present.
Your recommendation and reasoning should be presented in no more than two typed pages using double spacing, not counting the attached calculations. Support your recommendation with references to the documents (i.e., identify the specific information that led you to your recommendation). For your convenience, you may refer to these as Document A, Document B, etc. If you are referencing the Accounting Standards Codification database (available in FARS), provide a proper citation to the appropriate paragraph.
DOCUMENTS

A.
Inventory 
CONCLUSION
Strategic/critical thinking and decision making are important skills for accounting majors as indicated in the AICPA's Core Competency Framework, yet these skills cannot be easily taught in the classroom. This case is designed to introduce these skills to new accounting majors by having them evaluate conflicting evidence, both relevant and irrelevant, and then make a recommendation to a small business. The choice of inventory method was used because the inventory calculations will be easy for most students. The simplicity of the accounting keeps the focus of the case on the critical analysis of the decision. The written recommendations are evaluated on how well the recommendations are developed and supported by the evidence. These are the actions necessary for development of critical thinking and decision making.
INTRODUCTION
This case is designed to develop and assess critical thinking and decision making skills in the presence of conflicting goals. Students also gain practice in online research and written communication. The case scenario involves choosing an inventory cost flow method for a small business seeking a loan to finance expansion of the business. Thus, the business has conflicting goals of profitability, loan collateral, and maximizing cash flows. This makes the case more real and relevant. The advantages and disadvantages of alternative methods must be analyzed by the students in order to form their recommendation. Student recommendations are evaluated on how well they are developed and defended by the evidence provided in a set of documents.
Students may be introduced to the case with a brief discussion in class. They are then asked to prepare a written recommendation to friends who have a small business with big plans for expansion. In this hypothetical situation, students are given some information, and must search via library databases and the Internet for some of the documents. The documents include (A) the inventory records for the business, (B) an excerpt from Accounting Trends and Techniques showing that more firms use FIFO than LIFO, (C) §472 of the Internal Revenue Code that indicates LIFO must be used for financial reporting if it is used for tax purposes, (D) an article discussing the possibility of inflation, (E) the AICPA News Release announcing plans for adopting international financial reporting standards (IFRS), (F) a pocket guide to IFRS that indicates that LIFO will not be allowed under IFRS, and (G) the Accounting Standards Codification database for researching other inventory cost flow methods. While most of the information in the documents is relevant, some of the information is not particularly relevant to the decision. In addition, students must calculate the balance sheet and income statement effects of the alternative methods.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The learning objectives for this case relate to the AICPA Core Competency Framework (AICPA, 2008). The relevant competency is identified parenthetically after each learning objective. To complete the case, students should:
Identify relevant information and evaluate the relevance and reliability of that information. By omitting the details for finding the documents included in the case, the following learning objective could also be included. To complete the case, students should:
Employ relevant research skills for locating data. 
EVIDENCE OF EFFICACY
This instructional case was used as a writing assignment in the first intermediate financial accounting course that includes the inventory topic. The case was introduced in class in about ten minutes. The introduction included where to get the case materials, due date, and general encouragement. The case was loaded on course learning platform software, and students downloaded the case from that location. Students were given the opportunity to post questions on the case on the course's web site discussion board, where anyone could answer the questions. The discussion board was monitored closely. The instructor answered questions when appropriate, but discussion and answers by other students were welcomed.
Two different instructors tested the case in different semesters for a total of five sections of intermediate accounting students. The same grading rubric was used in all sections, and the results indicated that most students were able to support their recommendation using relevant documents. The recommendations also indicated that students understood the advantages and disadvantages of LIFO and FIFO based on the balance sheet and income statement effects.
CUSTOMIZING THE CASE
To make the case seem more local to students, the name of the university may be changed to your school's name. The type of business could also be changed, as long as the business has inventory. More or less information can be given on how to access the documents used in the case, and other documents could be included. As written, the case includes detailed instructions for finding the documents. These directions could be eliminated or made more general. For example, students could be directed to the Internal Revenue Service's website to find §472 of the Internal Revenue Code. 2 When changing documents, at least one non-relevant document should be included. Having both relevant and irrelevant information is essential for critical thinking; students need to analyze the value of each data source. 3 A memorandum, business letter, or essay may be required for the written recommendation.
When the papers are returned, the case provides the basis for an interesting class discussion. The choice of inventory method serves as an example of how businesses critically analyze the alternatives when choosing among various accounting methods that are all acceptable under GAAP. The conversion to IFRS could also be discussed, especially how this conversion will affect small businesses as opposed to large multinational corporations.
Students may be given a rubric that describes what constitutes various levels of performance. A suggested student rubric is included in Table 1 . This rubric can help improve the students' written recommendations since it lists the steps necessary to critically analyze the decision (i.e., evaluating the evidence, acknowledging alternatives, forming the recommendation). An additional advantage of the rubric is a reduction of grading disputes. For example, a quick reference to the rubric explains why a paper with a misspelled word(s) received a low score on written communication. This case can also be used for assessment purposes. Since the case fits in an early course in most accounting majors, it can serve as a baseline for assessment of any of the learning objectives for the case. It is especially useful for assessment of both critical thinking and written communication.
SUGGESTED SOLUTION
The solution may be in the form of a memorandum, business letter, or essay. As written, the case requirements specify an essay with an attachment showing the calculations of ending inventory and cost of goods sold under LIFO and FIFO. The case requirements also instruct the student to identify any additional alternatives under GAAP for inventory costing. Alternatives to LIFO and FIFO are identified in 330-10-30 of the Accounting Standards Codification database. Relevant paragraphs that might be cited are as follows: If a student chooses to recommend average cost or specific identification, then calculations of ending inventory and cost of goods sold for those methods should also be included in the calculations attached to the student's recommendation. The calculations for all four methods are provided in Table 2 . Each solution should include some or all of these calculations in the attachment to the recommendation. The case does not have a single correct recommendation. Instead, each student's written response is evaluated on how well his or her recommendation is supported by the evidence. For grading the written portion, a checklist is provided in Table 3 for scoring each student's response. This checklist provides a list of likely arguments a student might make for each inventory method. Most students will not include everything on the checklist. Once the checklist is filled out, the student's written response can be evaluated using the grading rubric provided in Table 4 . The rubric includes three levels of performance, emerging, developing, and mastering, but it could be expanded to include more levels. http://www.cluteinstitute.com/ © 2012 The Clute Institute Student's written recommendation is concise and well organized. Writing uses business tone with perfect grammar, spelling, and sentence structure.
330-10-30-9: Cost for inventory purposes may be determined under any one of several assumptions as to the flow of cost factors, such as first-in first-out (FIFO), average, and last-in first-out (LIFO). The major objective in selecting
